Primary Rhabdomyosarcoma of Pancreas: An Extremely Rare Entity
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SUMMARY
The most recognized soft-tissue sarcoma in children is represented by Rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS). RMS is derived from striated muscle cells or their mesenchymal precursors, with the potential for skeletal muscle differentiation. The most frequent location sites are head and neck, pelvis and extremities. However, the pancreatic location is an unusual circumstance. In this study, we report a case of a 20-year-old woman who was consulted for abdominal pain and severe vomiting. A suspicious pancreatic mass was revealed by radiological investigations. The biopsy with histological exam concluded to RMS of the pancreas. Further investigations showed a metastatic supra-clavicular lymph node. The patient was proposed for biliary stent and palliative chemotherapy, but unfortunately, she passed away five months years following the diagnosis of RMS. However, RMS is frequent in childhood, but the pancreatic location is extremely rare. The physician should keep in mind the primary pancreatic location of rhabdomyosarcoma in young patients.
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Introduction
Rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS) is a malignant tumor of soft tissue raised from the striated muscle cells.[1] RMS occurs more often in children and adolescents [1] and may develop anywhere in the body, even in sites that have no striated muscle tissue. RMS represents 3% of all the soft tissue sarcomas.[2] Pancreatic location is extremely rare and represents around 0.5%.[3]

Case Report
In this case study, we report the case of a female aged 20 years who consulted for intense vomiting resistant to treatment and lasting for two months associated with epigastric pain occurring in the context of impaired general condition. Clinical examination showed a lean patient with generalized cutaneous jaundice. Abdominal palpation revealed a 10 cm epigastric mass with reduced mobility. The examination also showed a left mobile supra-clavicular lymph node measuring 2 cm. Pancreatic enzymes were increased. The abdominopelvic computed tomography (CT) scan revealed a large tissue mass that measured 12 cm in the pancreatic head encompassing the celiac trunk and especially the superior mesenteric axis with a moderate expansion to the biliary tract and the main bile path (Fig. 1). CT scan also showed many suspect para-aortic lymph nodes. A pancreatic mass biopsy was performed. The histological examination found that the tumor had round cells aspect
with an oval nucleus and some mitoses. The immunohistochemical showed tumor positivity for Desmin, Vimentin, and myogenin and negativity for CD117, CD34, S-100, CD68, Melan-A, HMB45, and CK (Fig. 2). The biopsy with histological studies of the supraclavicular lymph node concluded its metastatic nature. Finally, a primary alveolar RMS of the pancreas with lymph node metastasis was confirmed. The decision was to carry out a biliary stent and palliative chemotherapy, but the patient was lost to view. She consulted two months later in an array of impaired general condition with hematemesis requiring transfusion. The evolution was marked by gradual degradation of the general state until death after three months of the discovery of her disease.

Discussion

RMS was described for the first time by Webner in 1854.[1] RMS develops from the embryonic mesenchyma with the potential to distinguish into the skeletal muscle.[4] RMS is composed of botryoid, embryonal, alveolar, and pleomorphic subtypes [5] and most commonly arises in the neck, trunk, and extremities, however, primary pancreatic RMS (P-RMS) is a rare entity.[4,6]

P-RMS diagnosis is a real defy for the clinician since the symptoms are unspecific, such as abdominal pain, weight loss, and palpable abdominal mass imitating a choledochal cyst.[1,7] In our case, the mean symptom was intense vomiting with jaundice that leads us to perform directly an abdominopelvic CT scan instead of a gastric endoscopy.

The imaging rarely contributes to the final diagnosis and reveals mostly a non-specific mass with peripheral enhancement.[4] Sometimes, it is difficult to identify P-RMS from other solid pancreatic tumors, which leads to performing a biopsy to establish the diagnosis.[2,4] Pathologic examination reveals large polygonal rhabdomyoblasts. Neoplastic cells show reactivity for Desmin, Myogenin, SMA and vimentin.[3,4] If the tumor is removable, only surgical resection is the curable treatment.[4] It consists of complete excision followed by chemotherapy and radiotherapy.[4] Chemosensitivity is approximately 75%.[2,4,6] The standard regimen is the combination of Vincristine, actinomycin D and Cyclophosphamide (VAC) for both patients with metastasis or not.[3,4,8] Localized disease patients who achieved a pathological response through neoadjuvant chemotherapy may become disease-free after surgery and radiation therapy.[1,3,9]

Long-term prognosis of the P-RMS reported is poor and survival rates are under 50% in the 1-year following treatment in adults.[10] We predict a poor prognosis for...
our patient. In metastatic RMS, risk factors by multivariate analysis for very poor survival include old age (<10 years), bone or bone marrow involvement, an unfavorable primary site and three or more metastatic sites.[11] Our patient had two risk factors, and according to Oberlin, the 3-years event-free survival is 18%.[11]

**Conclusion**

P-RMS is an extremely rare tumor in adults. The clinician should think of P-RMS as a differential diagnosis for patients with an atypical pancreatic mass. Due to its poor prognosis, more studies are required to establish an optimal therapy.
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